LRC News

I had a wonderful first week back in the LRC catching up with all of the students in Year 1-6 and hearing about new family members both human and animal; sporting achievements; family holidays; new homes; broken limbs and various stories that time allowed. I also shared some photos from My Gap Year. Last week I met the Year Ones and this week I’m looking forward to meeting our brand new Preps! I have lots of names to learn this term….

LRC OPEN HOURS:

Our LRC is open before and after school for borrowing and reading. These times allow students to borrow books as often as they need.

BEFORE SCHOOL: Monday – Friday from 8.30am – 8.45am
AFTER SCHOOL: Monday, Thursday and Friday from 3.30 – 3.45pm

The LRC Is also open for students at LUNCH TIME on Tuesdays and Fridays

LIBRARY BAG:

ALL students are required to have a waterproof library bag to protect their library book. It is part of the responsibility of being a borrower at our library. This can be a purpose bought library bag, a strong plastic shopping bag or for Senior students an A4 plastic pocket for their novel.

“No bag…no borrowing”

LIBRARY LOVER’S DAY - Sunday, February 14th

Coming up this Sunday is a special day on every book lover’s and librarian’s calendar… Celebrate with a visit to your local library or spend time reading books with your children!

We will be celebrating LOVE YOUR LIBRARY MONTH in February in the LRC!

The LRC is getting ready for an exciting year of connecting in many ways so stay tuned…

Happiness is…carrying so many books from the library that your arms hurt.

Kim Yeomans (teacher librarian)